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INTRODUCTION 

on product development.

products.

customers full solutions and completeness.

etc.

customers� needs.
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The KKS3 (class A) half-size manhole is: 

made of:

areas of use:
source heat manholes

weight:

accessories:
penetration sleeves

useful information: for 100 mm penetration sleeve use 108 mm 
milling cutter

 for 50 mm penetration sleeve use 68 mm milling 
cutter

KKS3, the modern connection manhole for 
communications routes is an innovative 
replacement product for outdated concrete 
manholes.

of class D400.

CABLE MANHOLE KKS CLASS A

In addition see:
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CABLE MANHOLE KKS3 CLASS B

KKS3, the modern connection manhole for 
communications routes is an innovative 
replacement product for outdated concrete 
manholes.

The KKS3 (class B) half-size manhole is: 

made of:

areas of use:
source heat manholes

weight:

accessories:
penetration sleeves

useful information: for 100 mm penetration sleeve use 108 mm 
milling cutter

 for 50 mm penetration sleeve use 68 mm milling 
cutter

In addition see:
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CABLE MANHOLE KKS3 WITH RAISED FLANGE

KKS3 is the modern connection manhole 
for communications routes is an innovative 
replacement product for outdated concrete 
manholes.

In addition see:

 

made of:

areas of use: cable and communications manholes, 

weight:

accessories:

useful information: for 100 mm penetration sleeve use 
108 mm milling cutter

 for 50 mm penetration sleeve use 
68 mm milling cutter
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CABLE MANHOLE KKS2 CLASS A

communications routes is an innovative replacement 
product for outdated concrete manholes.
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In addition see:

The KKS2 (Class A) half-size manhole is: 

made of:

areas of use:
source heat manholes

weight:

accessories:

useful information: for 100 mm penetration sleeve use 108 mm 
milling cutter

 for 50 mm penetration sleeve use 68 mm 
milling cutter
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CABLE MANHOLE KKS2 (CLASS B)

for communications routes is an innovative 
replacement product for outdated concrete 
manholes.

up to 3t.
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In addition see:

The KKS2 (Class B) half-size manhole is: 

made of:

areas of use:
source heat manholes

weight:

accessories:

useful information: for 100 mm penetration sleeve use 
108 mm milling cutter

 for 50 mm penetration sleeve use 
68 mm milling cutter
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CABLE MANHOLE KKS2 WITH RAISED FLANGE

KKS2 is the modern connection manhole for 
communications routes is an innovative replacement 
product for outdated concrete manholes.

load up to 1,5t

In addition see:

 

made of:

areas of use: cable and communications manholes, 

weight:

accessories:

useful information: for 100 mm penetration sleeve use 
108 mm milling cutter

 for 50 mm penetration sleeve use 
68 mm milling cutter
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CABLE MANHOLE KKS1 

KKS1, the modern connection manhole for 
communications routes is an innovative 
replacement product for outdated concrete 

In addition see:

The KKS1 cable manhole is: 

made of:

areas of use: cable and communications manholes, 

weight:

accessories: cast iron and plastic covers, rubber 

useful information: for 100 mm penetration sleeve use 
108 mm milling cutter

 for 50 mm penetration sleeve use 
68 mm milling cutter
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CABLE MANHOLE KKS1 WITH 
1 INTERFACES FOR FOC COUPLING

KKS1, the modern connection manhole for 
communications routes is an innovative 
replacement product for outdated concrete 

In addition see:

The KKS1 cable manhole is: 

made of:

areas of use: cable and communications manholes, 

weight:

accessories: cast iron and plastic covers, rubber 

useful information: for 100 mm penetration sleeve use 
108 mm milling cutter

 for 50 mm penetration sleeve use 
68 mm milling cutter
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CABLE MANHOLE KKS1  WITH 
2 INTERFACES FOR FOC COUPLING

KKS1, the modern connection manhole 
for communications routes is an 
innovative replacement product for 

The KKS1 cable manhole is: 

made of:

areas of use: cable and communications manholes, 

weight:

accessories: cast iron and plastic covers, rubber 

useful information: for 100 mm penetration sleeve use 
108 mm milling cutter

 for 50 mm penetration sleeve use 
68 mm milling cutter

In addition see:
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CONCRETE MANHOLE KKS2 PLASTIC MANHOLE KKS2

List of components
1  upper half
2   base slab
3   
4   
5   
6   consoles + bolts, dowels
7   connectors
8   

List of components
1   manhole as one complete unit
2   
3   connectors

MANHOLE INSTALLATION REQUIRES
1.  transport to site:

  
  

   
2.   unloading on site:

 
  
3.   
  
4.   assembly:

  
  
  
  

  
  
  

MANHOLE INSTALLATION REQUIRES
1.   transport to site:

  
  

  two men
2.  unloading on site:

 two men
3.   two men to install

Summary:   
for approx 0.5 h two men approx. 2 h

Summary: two men approx. 10 min

DISADVANTAGES
  
 
  
  
  

  resistant
  not soil or water resistant
  
   

 
  
  sensitive to the sun, water and the cold
  
  

ADVANTAGES
  transport to site cheaper
  
  
  
  no separate components, comes as one complete unit
  
  
  

  
  not sensitive to the sun, water or the cold
 

 
  

  

NO ADVANTAGES NO DISADVANTAGES

Indirect savings
  

 
 

  
 unload from a vehicle
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COMMUNICATION MANHOLE COVER D400

but covers can also be ordered without a 

In addition see:

Communication manhole cover D400 is: 

made of:

areas of use: communication manholes

weight:

required for 
opening:
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COMMUNICATION MANHOLE COVER B125

but covers can also be ordered without a 

In addition see:

Communication manhole cover B125 is: 

made of:

areas of use: communication manholes

weight:

required for 
opening:
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PLASTIC MANHOLE COVERS 200 KG FOR GREEN AREAS

and a soil and water-proof seal. The plastic covers can 
be ordered with or without a seal.

In addition see:

Plastic cover 200 is: 

made of:

diameter:  

areas of use:

weight:

load bearing capacity:  

required for opening: screwdrive
 (lockable)
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PLASTIC MANHOLE COVERS 600 KG FOR GREEN AREAS

and a soil and water-proof seal. The plastic covers can 
be ordered with or without a seal.

In addition see:

Plastic cover 600 is: 

made of:

diameter:  

areas of use:

weight:

load bearing capacity:  

required for opening: screwdrive
 (lockable)
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PLASTIC MANHOLE COVERS 1500 KG FOR GREEN AREAS

and a soil and water-proof seal. The plastic covers can 
be ordered with or without a seal.

Plastic cover 1500 kg is: 

made of:

diameter:  

areas of use:

weight:

load bearing capacity:  

required for opening: screwdrive
 (lockable)

In addition see:
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OPTICS ACCESS CHAMBER WITH RAISED FLANGE

This innovative connection manhole was 

In addition see:

The optics access chamber is: 

made of:

areas of use: optic cable continuation or reserve 
manhole

weight:

diameter: 

accessories: components include rubber penetration 

useful information: for 32 mm penetration sleeve use 50 or 

48 mm milling cutter;

 for 50 mm penetration sleeve use 68 mm 
milling cutter
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OPTICS ACCESS CHAMBER WITH 1 INTERFACES 
FOR FOC COUPLING

New transitional manhole for installation 

or transmission cable and reserve .

In addition see:

The optics access chamber is: 

made of:

areas of use: optic cable continuation or reserve 
manhole

weight:

diameter: 

accessories: components include rubber penetration 

useful information: for 32 mm penetration sleeve use 50 or 

48 mm milling cutter;

 for 50 mm penetration sleeve use 68 mm 
milling cutter
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OPTICS ACCESS CHAMBER 
WITH 2 INTERFACES FOR FOC COUPLING

New transitional manhole for installation 

continued or transmission cable and 
reserve .

The optics access chamber is: 

made of:

areas of use: optic cable continuation or reserve 
manhole

weight:

diameter: 

accessories: components include rubber penetration 

useful information: for 32 mm penetration sleeve use 50 or 

48 mm milling cutter;

 for 50 mm penetration sleeve use 68 mm 
milling cutter

In addition see:
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OPTICS ACCESS CHAMBER 1000 mm

This innovative connection manhole was 

The optics access chamber is: 

made of:

areas of use: optic cable continuation or reserve 
manhole

weight:

diameter: 1000 mm

accessories: components include rubber penetration 

useful information: for 32 mm penetration sleeve use 50 or 

48 mm milling cutter;

 for 50 mm penetration sleeve use 68 mm 
milling cutter

In addition see:
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OPTICS ACCESS CHAMBER 1000 mm, 
WITH  1 INTERFACES FOR FOC COUPLING

New transitional manhole for installation 

continued or transmission cable and 
reserve .

In addition see:

The optics access chamber is: 

made of:

areas of use: optic cable continuation or reserve 
manhole

weight:

diameter: 1000 mm

accessories: components include rubber penetration 

useful information: for 32 mm penetration sleeve use 50 or 

48 mm milling cutter;

 for 50 mm penetration sleeve use 68 mm 
milling cutter
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OPTICS ACCESS CHAMBER 1000 mm, 
WITH 2 INTERFACES FOR FOC COUPLING

New transitional manhole for 

For installation of continued or 
transmission cable and reserve .

In addition see:

The optics access chamber is: 

made of:

areas of use: optic cable continuation or reserve 
manhole

weight:

diameter: 1000 mm

accessories: components include rubber penetration 

useful information: for 32 mm penetration sleeve use 50 or 

48 mm milling cutter;

 for 50 mm penetration sleeve use 68 mm 
milling cutter
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VERTICAL OPTIC WELL

Innovative vertical intermediate well for installation 

continuous or intermediate cable and reserve in the 
conditions, where horizontal installation is not possible 

In addition see:

The optics access chamber is: 

made of:

 continuous and reserve well for a cable

weight:

diameter: 

height:  

accessories: plastic door, iron door
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Useful information:

Weight: 

Care: 

Avoid: The following objects may stop working/functioning

MAGNETIC COVER LIFTER

Operating instructions:

Place the lifter on an iron cast cover that has been cleaned of sand, 
stones and other debris; 

Lift the cover lifter and pull the cover off the manhole;

handlebar down; 
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INSTALLATION PHOTOS
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INSTALLATION GUIDE FOR OLYETHYLENE CABLE MANHOLE KKS

PREPARATION OF THE PIT 

The pit has to be a minimum of 500 mm wider than the 

of compacted sand. 

If the manhole is installed on a road with heavy vehicle 

body of the manhole may otherwise deform!) 

MANHOLE INSTALLATION 

Lift the manhole onto the compacted bottom of the pit while 

horizontal. 

To connect cable protection pipes with the manhole, mill a 

a penetration seal. Then lubricate the seal and push the end 

-

Once the cable manhole is in position, compact the soil 

All preparatory 

compacting of crushed stone must be carried out with a 

vibrating plate only! 

In case of repair manholes the location of penetration 

-

also be sealed with a suitable mastic or silicone. 

INSTALLATION OF TELESCOPIC CAST IRON COVER

To install the telescopic cast iron cover, lubricate the seal 

that a minimum of 50 mm and no more than 150 mm of the 

The telescopic cast iron cover with the diameter of 630 mm 

be added to the manhole penetration side of the telescope, 

which are  then fastened to the telescope with bolts. 

Asphalt can only be laid around D400 covers.

BACKFILLING THE PIT 

To avoid deformation, we recommend to lift the telescopes 

-

 

MANHOLE MAINTENANCE 

manholes are maintenance free. 

1. Asphalt concrete cover 50mm

2. Asphalt concrete foundation 60mm

3. Two-layer crushed stone cover (150mm fr.5-

20+150mm fr.20-40)

4. Sand base 300mm

5. Existing subsoil

NOTES:

1. In case of installation of the well under a road with heavy 

-

tion risk of well body!)

2. Ensure that min 5cm telescope pipe and not more than 

15cm is passing the seal.
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ACCESSORIES

T

P
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OUR OTHER PRODUCTS

manholes

Communication chamber 

Camper van and small boat 

basins
Ground source 
heat distributors

Water meter manholes

Bomb shelters

Rotation moulded Pools




